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Abstract — Methodology for extracting an effective dielectric
constant of microstrip transmission lines on multilayer
substrates, from measured or simulated S-parameters data,
using on-chip test structures, has been demonstrated. The
methodology consists of: 1) building on-chip interconnect
structures usually implemented in calibration and de-embedding
procedures in microwave on-wafer test and measurements –
transmission lines, stubs and pad launchers; 2) extracting the
effective dielectric constant from the characteristic impedance
and propagation constant of these structures, fully described by
the measured or EM-simulated S-parameters. The
demonstrated methodology is applicable for evaluation of
dielectric and semiconductor multilayer substrates, both with
lossy and lossless characteristics over a broad frequency
band. Another advantage is implementation of very short
transmission line structures with physical dimensions much
smaller than a quarter wavelength of the highest investigated
band frequency, thus preserving a valuable chip area in the
test structures and being compatible with some of the
calibration TRL elements.
Keywords — Calibration and de-embedding structures,
characteristic impedance, effective dielectric constant,
multilayer substrates, on-wafer test and measurements,
propagation constant, S-parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE continued growth of personal communications with
wireless applications has generated a great demand for
portable and highly integrated components and subsystems.
As a consequence, these applications challenge
semiconductor and packaging technologies to integrate high
density 3-D mixed-signal integrated circuits on complex
multilayer semiconductor substrates, assembled in multilayer
packages and modules.
Frequently these substrates possess an inherently lossy
characteristic, which deteriorates their performance or puts
the accuracy of active and passive elements modeling
under question. At frequencies where the dimensions are
not electrically small, it is necessary to use complex
distributed models. General full wave numerical methods
such as FDTD, FEM, MoM and PEEC have been applied
to model these structures successfully. The basic key to
build successful models and perform genuine
electromagnetic simulations of topology layout is the
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knowledge of complex characteristic impedance and
propagation constant in transmission line structures on the
upper interconnect levels. Ultimately, it is necessary for
the IC industry to characterize these losses and novel
dielectric properties of such sequenced isolation and
semiconductor layers, with different thickness and relative
dielectric permittivity, in order to build a representative
interconnect characterization database [1]. The most
reliable information about wave propagation in multilayer
metal/dielectric/semiconductor systems is knowledge of
the effective dielectric constant, derived straightforwardly
from the propagation constant, more precisely its
imaginary part – the phase constant.
Previous research has demonstrated S-parameter
characterization of interconnect transmission lines, based
on two-port unbalanced measurements, Ri-Li-Gi-Ci
modeling and extraction of characteristic impedance ZC
and propagation constant γ [1], [2]. The core of our
approach is the same but differs in some aspects from the
well-known procedure: a) we rather implement and
measure one-port open-end stubs instead of relatively long
transmission lines with two ports); b) short-end stubs are
not included in the measurement test set-up in order to
eliminate the inserted parasitic inductance of grounding
through-hole vias and existing obstacle to build them by
some technologies; c) two-port measurements are
conducted on a transmission line with the same length,
width and contact pads (launchers) geometry as the openend stub; d) ZC and γ are extracted directly from Sparameter data of the one-port capacitive (open) and
inductive (short) stubs. In many cases, existing deembedding structures and some of the TRL calibration
standards in the test set-up could be easily implemented to
acquire the necessary one-port stub S-parameters for
calculations of the propagation constant. The effective
dielectric constant is derived from the phase constant.
II. THEORY OF TRANSMISSION LINE STUBS
Open and short stubs are widely used in microwave
transmission line designs as capacitors, inductors or
resonator tanks to ground. For example many DC biasing
circuits implement stubs to achieve higher isolation between
power supply and the RF signal. The size of the stubs is
small enough to build LC filters and matching networks,
when their length is smaller or equal to n.(λline/4).
Conventional small signal z-, y-, and ABCD-parameters,
are not quite suitable for high frequency interconnect
characterization, because “open” and “short” terminations,
required to measure this data, cannot be easily implemented
in “on-wafer” applications and deteriorate performance by
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insertion of impedance parasitics.
p
Thhe “short” circuit
c
terminations possess
p
excesssive parasitic inductance
i
of GND
vias, while “oppen” ones havve external cappacitance, due to the
fringing effectt of the edge electric
e
field at higher frequeencies.
defined in terrms of incidennt and
S-parameter measurements,
m
reflected waves in a controolled 50-Ω meeasurement syystem,
reliably characcterize interconnnect high freqquency responsses.
The inputt impedance Zin of a given
g
interconnect
transmission line can be
b readily derived
d
from
m the
simulated or measured twoo-port S-param
meters [2]. Pllacing
the S-parameeters in a scheematic simulaator and provviding
ideal ground connection at
a one of the ports can givve us
information about
a
the inpuut impedancee, when the liine is
shorted to groound. The sam
me is valid if one of the poorts is
left open.
Z input short stuub = Z 0 .

Z input open stuub = Z 0 .

1 + S111 short
1 − S111 short

1 + S111 open
1 − S111 open

(1a)

s
o
of
Affter some alggebra transforrmations by substitution
(1), (2)
( and (3) in (4) is obtainedd:
Z innput short
Z innput short
Z C
X=
=
=
, (4c))
Z
Z
Z
innput open

C

wherre X is a hyperbolic
h
taangent of thee propagationn
consstant γ multiplied by the phyysical line length l:

tanh(γ .l ) =

(1b)

Fig. 1. Equuivalent circuuits of Telegraapher equationns:
simple Г-typpe representattion of transm
mission line (TR
RL)
with leength Δl→0.
On the otheer hand, expreession of the input
i
impedannce of
one regular two-conductoor and lossy transmission line,
(
or ∞ (open), coulld be
when the loaad ZL is 0 (short)
presented as:
(2a)
Z input short = Z C tanh(γ ⋅ l )
(2b)

The first eqquation definnes the losses in the TRL metal
m
layers and inncludes skin-eeffect. The second
s
equation is
connected too the substratte dielectric losses, causeed by
leakage in thhe substrate (tanδ) or som
me semicondductor
conductivity σ.
σ
Let us equualize input im
mpedances frrom (1a) and (2a).
The same is valid
v
for (1b) and
a (2b). For simplicity wee shall
work from noow further on with:
w

Z input short stuub = Z input shortt ; Z input open sttub = Z input openn (3)
After mulltiplying (2aa) and (2b) and substittuting
Zinput short andd Zinput open froom equation (1a) and (1b), we
obtain the following
fo
exppressions for the characteeristic
impedance ZC, where Z0 is the system im
mpedance 50 Ω:
Ω

(1 + S11short ).(1 + S11open )
(1 − S11short ).(1 − S11open )

(4d))

Efffective dielecctric constantt is a function
n of the shapee
and electro-physical transmisssion line paraameters and β
can be
b extracted from
f
the imagginary part (phase constantt)
of th
he complete prropagation connstant γ.
Frrom β = 2π / λline where λlinee = λ0 / ε eff = c0 / f . ε eff
2

 imagg (γ ).c0 
 ,
ω



ε eff = 

(4a)
(4b)

(5))

wherre ω – angularr frequency, γ – propagation
n constant andd
c0 is light velocityy in free space.
Im
maginary part of the propaggation constan
nt is the phasee
consstant β. From (4d)
(
the propaagation constaant is:

1
l

Z C = Z 0 .

Z input short
Z
input open

γ = a tanh

Z C = Z innput open .Z input short
s

inpput open

we manage
m
the folllowing expreession for εeff:

From trannsmission liine theory and Telegrapher
equations Zinpput short and Zinpput open for shorrt lines with length
l < λ/4 the inpput impedance is defined from
fr
the equivvalent
circuit in Fig. 1.

Z input open = Z C / tanh(γ ⋅ l )
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Z input short
,
Z

(6))

input open

wherre l is physsical length of the transsmission linee,
Zinput short is the innput impedannce obtained from
f
(1a) andd
Zinput open is the inpput impedancee obtained from
m (1b).
After substitutioon of (6) into (5) εeff is directly derived.
IIII. EXPERIMEENTAL RESULTTS AND MEASUREMENTS
A. EM
E Simulationns of Semi-inssulating Substtrate GaAs
Verification of the proposedd method was done throughh
electtromagnetic siimulations andd measured S--parameters of
o
micrrostrip transmiission lines onn GaAs and SiiGe structuress.
In th
he presented work,
w
investigaation and com
mparison of thee
effecctive dielecttric constantt εeff and characteristicc
impeedances ZC are
a achieved by method of moments
(MoM
M) implemenntation in EM simulations and “on-wafer””
prob
be station meassurements.
Siimulation paraameters of thhe semiconducctor substrates
are given
g
in Fig. 2.
2 The main diifference is th
he conductivityy
of bo
oth substrates. In this workk for the cond
ductivity of thee
GaA
As substrate is taken σ = 0.22 S/m. Typicaal conductivityy
SiGe
of
substrates
varies
betweenn
10 - 30 S/m and inn our case σ = 25 S/m.
Fiig. 3 and Fig.. 4 present thhe simulationss of microstripp
liness on non-condductive (semi--insulating) su
ubstrate in thee
frequ
uency range 1 – 40 GHz annd line widths:: 5 μm, 10 μm
m,
15 μm, 30 μm,, 60 μm. For each wid
dth additionaal
ulations were performed w
with varying lengths of 300
simu
μm, 100 μm, 150 μm, 200 μm aand 300 μm.
Siimulated resuults for semi-iinsulating GaaAs prove thaat
the length of the
t
transmisssion line do
oesn't have a
signiificant effect over εeff annd ZC. Effecttive dielectricc
consstant varies froom 6.5 to 4.77 with the chaange of widthh.
This means that with
w the increaasing width of
o transmissionn
liness the capacitivve coupling bbetween the to
op metal layeer
and bottom grounnd increases, too. From ellectromagneticc
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point of view
w - more ennergy from thhe electromaggnetic
TEM-wave will
w be encloseed within the substrate bettween
active conducctor and refereence ground plane.

Fig. 2. Muultilayer dielecctric/semicondductor substrattes
applied in electromagnetic simulator for
f extraction of
S-parameeters: a) semi-insulating subbstrate – GaAss.
b) conductivee substrate - SiGe.
S

Fig. 3. Effective dielectriic constant εefff of MSL on nonn
conductive substrate (GaaAs); width Wx = 5, 10, 15, 30,
60 μm; lengthh Lx = 30, 1000, 150, 300 μm
m @ each Wx. EM
sim
mulations of structure
s
on Fiig. 2.a).
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ditions for appearance of eacch mode are clarified
c
by the
cond
bulk resistivity of substrate/frequuency dependeence. When the
produ
uct of frequenccy and resistivvity of the Si-su
ubstrate is large
enou
ugh to producee a small dielecctric loss angle, the substratee
acts like an isolatinng dielectric annd TEM modee occurs. Whenn
the product
p
of thee frequency annd the substratte resistivity is
i
low enough to yieeld a small deepth of EM-fieeld penetrationn
into silicon, the sem
miconductor ssubstrate would
d behave like a
lossy
y conductor wall, and the linne may be treaated as a MIM
M
(metal-insulator-m
metal) microstrrip line onto an imperfecct
“grou
und plane”. Hence EM-fieldds don't penettrate deeply inn
the silicon
s
and onnly a thin "skkin" layer carrries the mainn
curreent – “skin-efffect mode” ppropagation taakes place. At
A
frequ
uencies whichh are not so high and thee resistivity is
i
modeerate, the subsstrate acts like none of the ab
bove cases andd
“slow
w-surface wavve” propagates along the linee. This leads too
a hu
uge increase of
o the effectivve dielectric constant, evenn
severral tens or hunndreds.

Fig
g. 5. Real partt of ZC for MS
SL on conducttive substrate
(SiG
Ge); width Wx = 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 μm; len
ngth Lx = 30,
100, 150, 300 μm @ each Wx. E
EM simulation
ns of structuree
on Fig. 22.b).

Fig. 6. Effectiive dielectric constant εeff of
o MSL on
cond
ductive substrrate (SiGe); width = 5, 10, 15,
1 30, 60 μm;;
length Lx = 300, 100, 150, 300 μm @ each
h Wx. EM
simulaations of structture on Fig. 2..b).
Fig. 4. Reeal part of ZC for MSL on non-conductiv
n
ve
substrate (GaaAs); width Wx = 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 μm; leength
Lx = 30, 100,, 150, 300 μm
m @ each Wx. EM
E simulations of
structuree on Fig. 2.a).
The same simulations
s
haave been perfformed for connductive substratee as SiGe shhown in Fig. 2.b). Resultts are
depicted in Fiig. 5 and Fig. 6.
B EM Simullations of Connductive Substtrate SiGe
B.
The exact analysis
a
of miicrostrip line build
b
on conduuctive
substrates is given in [3], where the existence of three
fundamental modes
m
i.e. “dieelectric quasi-T
TEM mode”, “skin“
effect mode” and
a “slow-wavve mode” is deemonstrated, annd the

Fo
or lower frequuencies and w
wider transmisssion lines, thee
effecctive dielectriic constant loooks like εeff of a capacitoor
with a slightly connductive dieleectric between
n the plates. Inn
such
h a case this is
i reasonable for “skin-effeect mode” andd
line acts likee a microstrip
the transmission
t
p line withouut
“ground plane”. For higher ffrequencies th
he product of
o
dieleectric loss-anggle and substrrate is large en
nough and thee
substrate acts likke isolating ddielectric. In that case εefff
variees between 6-18 and thhe real part of ZC from
m
40 –110
–
Ω. For booth substratess the imaginarry part of ZC is
smalll and the simulated impedances alter from
m
-30 to
t 10 Ω in the frequency rannge.
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C. Verificatiion Measurem
ments and Testt Set-up
Verificationn measuremennts using a nettwork analyzeer and
GaAs test struuctures were conducted.
c
In Fig. 7 is giveen the
lay-out of suuch test structtures, analyzedd by the propposed
methodology. S-parameterrs measurem
ments of saample
transmission line
l
by meanss of VNA “H
HP 8510C” nettwork
analyzer and probe station “Cascade Microtech RF1” were
carried out. Thhe VNA calibrration softwaree makes the annalysis
of the structurre and extracts the effectivee dielectric connstant
for the calibraated bandwidthh in a single S1P
S file. Usinng this
file and the exxtracted param
meters of transsmission-reflecct-line
(TRL) calibraation data, a comparison between
b
the VNA
results and described
d
methhodology wass carried out.. The
graphics are pointed out in Fig.
F 8.

Fig. 7. Phooto mask of miicrostrip lines on GaAs waffer,
applied inn thru and refleect (open) stanndards for TR
RL
calibration inn 10-30 GHz band.
b

Fig. 8. Compaarison of on-waafer measured (circle dots) annd by
this method extracted
e
εeff of microstrip traansmission line on
GaAs substtrate from Fig.. 7.
Algorithm for extractionn of microstripp TRL εeff:
1. Measuree the scatteringg parameters S11, S21, S12 annd S22
of microstrip TRL (Wx, Lx < λline/4);
2. Place in circuit simulaator and find Sii open and Sii short;
3. Use (1a) and (1b) to finnd Zinput short stub and Zinput open sttub;
4. Use (4) to
t find ZC of the
t transmissioon line (TRL));
5. Measuree the geometryy length of thee TRL and finnd the
propagation constant
c
γ by means
m
of (6);
6. Substituute γ in (5) and extract the effective dielectric
constant εeff.
The algoriithm of the proposed exxtraction coulld be
modified in the
t following way. Item 1 can be substiituted
with:
• One-porrt measuremennts of the “open” stub by means
m
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of th
he set-up in Figg. 9.a) or Fig. 9.c).
• There is an option to incllude one-portt measuremennt
of “sshort” stub byy means of thhe set-up in Fig.
F 9.d). Thus
the “artificial” obtaining
o
of “short” stub by a circuiit
simu
ulator from tw
wo-port meassured S-param
meters data of
o
the trransmission liine (Wx, Lx) iss omitted.
Using this alggorithm and calibration sttructures it is
possible to extractt εeff for transsmission line configurations
a widths Wx. In Fig. 9.aa) is shown a
with lengths Lx and
s
One-portt measuremen
nt can give us
micrrostrip TRL stub.
inforrmation aboutt the input im
mpedances when the TRL is
open
n. Two-port measurements
m
uusing TRL staandards “thru””
and “open”, likke those deepicted in Fig.9.b) andd
e
[5]..
Fig. 9.c), provide us enough infformation for extraction

g. 9. Pictures of
o existing “onn-wafer” test structures
s
for
Fig
extraction off εeff. a) One-poort measurement of the
investigated “openn” stub; b) Tw
wo- port measu
urement of thee
inveestigated stub as a transmisssion line; c) De-embedding
D
g
structure withh two “open” sstubs; d) De-eembedding
strructure with tw
wo “short” stuubs. Reference planes are
deetermined by calibration.
Th
he pictures off Fig. 9 are generated from
m mask designn
and dark-grey colour designatees the top-leveel metal, whilee
the light-grey coloour shows the intermediate layer of shieldd
metaal on the intterface dielecctric-semicond
ductor. Blankk
whitte spaces undeer the actual m
microstrip linees are substratee
back
k-side GND metal.
m
Shiftingg of the reference planes is
obtaiined after calibration
c
annd de-embed
dding of thee
grou
und-signal-groound (G-S-G) launchers.
In
n the followingg Fig. 10 a), bb) and c) are depicted
d
crossssections of HFSS models
m
for 3-D
D full-wave EM
E simulations
m
liness, built on Si-ssubstrate. Basiic features aree:
of microstrip
substtrate conductivvity σ = 25 S//m, microstrip
p width w = 200
μm, substrate heigght h = dSi = 4400 μm and εr = 11.7, SiO2layerr thickness dSiOO2 = 6-7 μm annd εr = 4.
When
W
taking a closer look at the pictu
ures of E-fieldd
inten
nsity distributioon, it is obserrved that the electrical fieldd
peneetration into thhe depth of bbulk silicon bo
ody (under the
metaal line), tends to increase inn magnitude with
w frequencyy
rising
g. At 1 GHz the
t intensity iss very weak, while
w
at 10 andd
20 GHz
G
the maggnitude increaases about 2 and 10 times
respeectively (in onne and the saame volume), assuming 1-D
D
depth
h of penetratioon along the zz-axis (boundaaries 0 and h)).
Prop
per TEM-wavee properties aree demonstrated at 10 and 200
GHzz, while below
w 1-7 GHz regiion and micro
ostrip widths of
o
20-60 μm there exists
e
one traansition zone of slow-wavee
propagation (see Fig.
F 12), wheree εeff is greaterr than εr of thee
bulk material (SiO2/Si) combinattion – equation
ns (9), (10).
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me) and at cerrtain conditionns this value co
ould exceed εr,
volum
“slow
w” and “skin” wave effects ooccur.

Fig.. 11. Illustratioon of the E-fieeld distributio
on along the z-axis of the HFSS
S model cross--sections in Fiig. 10.a), Fig.
b) and Fig. 10.c). Polarization charge acccumulation onn
10.b
the interface
i
Si/SiiO2 is due to thhe Maxwell-W
Wagner effectt.
Graphs are noot in scale.

Fig. 10. Intensity
I
distriibution of E-fieeld, excitation by
2-D wave port
p on the x-z plane
p
with dim
mensions W′ = (35).w and H′′ = (5-10).h a) EE vector at 1 GHz;
G
b) E-vecctor
a 10 GHz; c) E-vector
at
E
at 20 GHz.
If we appproximate a linear type of charge deensity
distribution ρ = ρ0.z (ρ0 is a constant of fuunction slope) under
the SiO2/Si-iinterface, 1-D
D gradient potential funnction
approach alonng the z-axis and
a maximum
m E-field magnnitude
Emax=-Vmax/h at
a the boundarry metal-dielecctric, we can derive
d
the following expression, leaning
l
on thee Poisson equuation.
The substitutioonE= -grad(Φ)) is applied:
ρ
∂ 2Φ
=−
2
ε
∂ z

(7)

Double inteegration of the above expreession is perfoormed
and after the determinationn of the integrration constannts we
obtain a generral equation for
fo E, from whhich (8) follow
ws:
ρ 0 (3 z 2 − h 2 )
(8a)
ε=
6( E +

V
)
h

ρ0h 2 V
(8b)
−
3ε
h
ρ h3
(8c)
V =− 0
6ε
The values of the potentiial function Φ are V and 0 at the
boundaries toop metal stripp-dielectric (z=
=h) and dieleectricground metal (z=0), respectiively. Equationns (8b) and (8c) are
derived for thhese boundary conditions. Itt is easily seenn that
the absolute dielectric perm
mittivity ε=ε0..εr of the meddia is
inversely propportional to thee applied electrric field. In ourr case
as E decreasees, ε increasess (in one and the same connstant
E max =

D. Discussion
D
onn Conductive SSubstrate Peculiarities
It is a well-known fact from
m transmissio
on line theoryy
and Telegrapher equations thaat each paralllel-plate interrconn
nection line can
c be descriibed fully by
y its complexx
charaacteristic imppedance ZC aand propagatio
on constant γ
throu
ugh its equivvalent p.u.l. ((per-unit-lengtth) distributedd
Ri-Li-Gi-Ci elemennts. Equationss (1)-(6) are consistent
c
withh
TEM
M-wave propaagation in succh a structure,, because theyy
are based
b
on the Telegrapher equations solu
ution for longg
two--conductor traansmission lines with a regular
r
shapee.
Thuss microstrip and
a embeddedd microstrip line
l
structures
fall into considerration by thee presented work. So thee
obtaiined results for
fo εeff in (5) may be deterrmined also as
a
depeendent on thhe width Wx (perpendicu
ular to wavee
direcction), substrate thicknesss h and relattive dielectricc
consstant εr [4]. Thhe effect of friinging electricc field is takenn
into considerationn.

a)
b)
Fig. 12. a) Illustraation of polarization charge accumulationn
on the interface Si/SiO2; b)) EM-wave prropagation
mecchanism as a function
f
of freequency and substrate
s
bulk
resistivvity.
Ho
owever, the Si/SiO2-sanddwich does not
n obey thee
prop
perty to suppport propagattion of TEM
M-waves onlyy.
Actu
ually from a macroscopicc point of view,
v
the Siisubstrate acts like a conductor for volltage changes
betw
ween the metaal layers, and these changess are followedd
by charge
c
accum
mulation at thhe Si/SiO2-intterface, up too
frequ
uencies of few
w GHz (depennding on the doping
d
level of
o
silico
on). Hence, the
t distributedd Ci is equall to the oxidee
capaacitance per unit
u
length, ddepends mostly on dox andd
very slightly on dSi. In contrastt, the inductan
nce Li depends
on the distance between
b
metaal planes of the
t microstripp
struccture, hence on dox+dSi. Due to th
hese differennt
depeendencies Li reemains roughlly the same ass for the TEM
Mmode, but Ci is much
m
higher, eespecially if dox<<dSi. Thus
the effective
e
dieleectric constantt can be as hig
gh as hundreds
or more,
m
much higher thaan the relatiive dielectricc
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permittivity of Si (11.7) and SiO2 (4). This effect is
described by the so-called Maxwell-Wagner polarization
mechanism, which results in much higher values of the
effective dielectric constant for “slow-wave” propagation
[3].
n

′
ε effSW
= ε0

d
i =1

di

i

ε ri = ε 0ε s 0

(9)

−1

n
 n d 
′
= ε 0 ( d i )  i  = ε 0ε s∞
ε effTEM
i =1
 i=1 ε ri 

ρ char =

μ 0 d ox d Si
3ε 0ε SiO2

(10)
(11)

In equations (9) and (10) are given expressions for the
absolute values of the effective dielectric constants,
indexed SW – for “slow” and “skin-wave” propagation and
TEM for TEM-wave, respectively. Here di is the thickness
of each layer, εri relative constant of corresponding layer
material. It can be proved that values from (9) can be
much greater than the relative ones εri, while on the
contrary in (10) εri is their upper limit. Equation (11)
exhibits the so-called “characteristic” bulk resistivity of
semiconductor, at which the maximum “slow-wave”
frequency is reached (see Fig. 12. b)). In the literature εs0 is
called static Maxwell-Wagner permittivity and εs∞ –
optical value of it. The latter is easily developed from
applying a series connection of capacitors with identical
areas, different thicknesses and extracting their equivalent
capacitance εreq. In summary, when TEM-wave propagates
a displacement current in the structure prevails, while in
the other modes conduction currents in metal and
semiconductor skin-layers are predominant.
An important comment may be included here, a
polarization effect takes place when the substrate does not
possess properties of perfect insulator dielectric, on the
contrary, there exists a certain amount of free carriers
(holes or electrons), depending on the semiconductor
doping level and type. From a microscopic point of view,
some more explanation can be added to the above
statements. Due to the field-effect of MOS/MIS/MESFET
gate structures, when biased with DC potential + RF
signal, regions with accumulated minor carriers
(enhancement mode and inverse channel) or depleted
major carriers (depletion mode) are formed [6]. The
thickness of such a boundary region on dielectricsemiconductor interface varies according to the DC
voltage value and polarity, magnitude of RF voltage
swing, substrate doping level and channel modulation may
occur. This could be the source for building of distributed
microwave active devices as detectors, voltage-controlled
filters and attenuators, etc.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
A methodology for simple extraction of effective
dielectric constant in microstrip transmission lines on
multilayer substrates, from measured or simulated Sparameters data, using on-chip test structures, has been
demonstrated. The basic key to build successful models
and perform genuine electromagnetic simulations of IC
topology layout is the knowledge of complex
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characteristic impedance and propagation constant. The
effective dielectric constant is derived from the phase
constant. This method is capable to be implemented in
LTCC and LCP substrate material evaluation for IC
packaging purposes, also.
Fundamentals of the presented method can be referred
to the so-called “direct” ones as far as S-parameter
measurements or simulations of the investigated structures
are concerned. The chosen approach of “open” and “short”
transmission line stubs, with length less than one quarter
wavelength, is mandatory in order to mitigate resonance
phenomena, where indefiniteness of the input line
impedance exists and particularly tan(βl) is 0 or ∞. In such
cases is recommended the implementation of “indirect”
methods, which are based on inserting of sample material
in bulk waveguide resonators or building transmission line
resonators on the investigated material.
As far as “open” stubs are dealt with, a reasonable
question about inserted equivalent electrical “elongation”,
due to the fringing electrical field at the edges, may arise.
The conducted experiments show that such phenomena in
thin semiconductor substrates (100-400 µm) and relative
dielectric constants in the range of (9-13), cannot cause
considerable errors in the achieved data. Nevertheless, in
order to eliminate such possibilities, we have the
opportunity to omit one-port open-stub measurements and
rely on the two-port measured S-parameters data of TRL
(see Fig. 9.b)) with subsequent “artificial” conversion to
“open” and “short” stub data in the circuit schematic
simulator. This mathematical operation is absolutely free
of errors, because of the implementation of ideal “open”
(perfect magnetic wall) and “short” (perfect electrical
wall).
A practical conclusion can be summarized from Fig. 11.
When a true TEM-wave propagates in the structure, the
value of E-vector magnitude is 0 exactly at the interface
boundary of dielectric-GND metal plate, while if some
other mixed modes exist there is a shift upwards into the
dielectric body and physical substrate thickness h converts
into heff, i.e. the graphs for 1 and 10 GHz. This effect is
observed for dielectric substrates with some conductive
features, where heff differs from h.
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